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Microdermabrasion

Patients What They Love...
O ffer
a gentle skin treatment that is
light on their budget & their lives
Fine Lines
Acne

NaturaBrador Microdermabrasion offers the
ultimate in effectiveness, precision and flexibility.
American made and designed to the highest quality

Sun Damage

and specification, the whisper-quiet, high-power motor and advanced no clog delivery system delivers a

Hyperpigmentation

steady, constant and predictable stream of crystals.
The micro-adjustable vacuum can tune the system to

Keloids
Some Scars

the smallest increments to offer consistent treatments
that vary from the lightest peel to a deep
microdermabrasion. With a flick of a switch and the

Acne Scars

addition of a handpiece, the NaturaBrador System goes
into “massage” mode, offering a second treatment

Enlarged Pores

option. The dust-free, self-contained crystal handling
system, is a reminder that this system was designed
for not just performance, but for the operator as well.

NaturaBrador Microdermabrasion treatments work by directing a stream of chemically inert aluminum oxide crystals across
the skin to gently remove the upper layers of the skin and stimulate cellular turnover. Newer, healthier skin cells are brought to
the top most layer. This improves the texture, tone, and elasticity
of the skin.

Treatments are usually pain-free, take around 30 minutes and are typically done as a series
(spaced about a week apart) to keep turning the skin cells until the desired result is achieved. This
process is so gentle that most people’s skin looks fairly normal within a few hours of treatment. Any
residual discoloration usually resolves within twenty-four hours. The skin is left softer and smoother
looking with increased radiance, clarity, and glow. Patients love it.

Makes Financial Sense
NaturaBrador treatments are an easy acceptence
procedure for patients because of the low “down
time,” the low treatment costs, and the wide variety of indications that can be treated. Because
it is so easily accepted, NaturaBrador
Microdermabrasion can significantly add to practice revenue.

Many practices are surprised at the high-revenues and large margins that can be gained with
the introduction of microdermabrasion. Treatments are often offered by a physicians staff, take
very little time or follow-up, and create re-occurring revenue for many months. A patient typically comes in 2-4 times in a month as an initial
treatment regimen.

1

$ 150

$ 37,500

2

$ 150

$ 75,000

4

$ 150

$ 150,000

*NaturaBrador offers the lowest operating
costs available.

Just as many patients make monthly visits
to their local beauty salon for hair and nail
treatments, many patients make monthly
visits to their doctors office as part of a
microdermabrador skin maintenance program.
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Quality and
Flexibility
The NaturaBrador System was made with one
word in mind - QUALITY. From the thin,
comfortble hand piece with autoclavable tips and
changeable orfice to the precision crafted box that
contains the system, no expense or effort was
spared in the design or manufacturing. Offering
exceptional power and flexibility, the NaturaBrador
System is the last piece of equipment needed to
build a successful microdermabrasion practice. It’s
powerful whisper-quiet operation, reliable precision delivery system, and easy to read “ablation
depth” dial exceeds even the most demanding operator expectations. With one flick of a switch and
a handpiece swap, the unit becomes a massage system with a complete range of handpieces for different body areas. Many people use this for lymphatic drainage treatments.

Safety was considered of the highest importance when the system was designed. The easy
to add and empty crystal reservoirs do not require the operators to come in contact with the
crystals. Because it is a closed system unit, where
used and un-used crystals never mix, the treatment meets the high cleanliness levels of a doctors office. An added air filter reduces air contamination and further protects both the patient
and operator. Each of the durable autoclavable
hand piece tips can be sterilized for each individual patient. Both operator and patient can
feel good about the treatment.
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The precision designed delivery system and comfortable
hand piece offers enormous
power and comfort for both
patient and operator.
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Massage Therapy

The special massage hand
piece option brings an additional treatment into your
practice. This attachment is
used for massage therapy
which many people feel is
good for lymphatic drainage.

Designed and manufactured in the
U.S.A.
High-power motor provides strong
ablation and long life
Constant-flow design
prevents clogging
Lowest disposable costs
Environmentally friendly no-mess,
no-dust crystal handling.
Ergonomical hand pieces offers
durability and comfort
FDA registered manufacturing
Whisper-quiet operation
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NaturaBrador was made
with one word in mind...
“QUALITY”
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